• A problem report includes all the information the vendor needs to fix the problem.
• Also known as change request or bug report. • Comments may also include files, documents, etc.
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Notification
• Developers can attach an e-mail address to a problem report; they will be notified every time the report changes.
• Users can do so, too. 
Concepts
Reports about problems encountered in the field are stored in a problem database.
A problem report must contain everything relevant to reproduce the problem.
It is helpful to set up a standard set of items that users must provide (product release, operating environment…) 45
Concepts (2)
An effective problem report… • is well-structured • is reproducible • has a descriptive one-line summary • is as simple and general as possible • is neutral and stays with the facts.
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Concepts (3)
A typical problem life cycle starts with an unconfirmed status It ends with a closed status and a specific resolution (such as fixed or worksforme)
Typically, a software change control board organizes priorities and assignments 47
Concepts (4)
Use version control to separate fixes and features during development.
Establish conventions to relate changes to problem reports and vice versa.
Make a problem report obsolete as soon as a test case exists.
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